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50 Techno Electro Tunes, Volume 1 is a value-packed release that, in addition to techno and electro,

contains some incredibly strong material from the progressive and house realms as well. This is a clear

indication of what dance music fans want to hear. 100 MP3 Songs in this album (499:59) ! Related styles:

ELECTRONIC: Dance, ELECTRONIC: Electro People who are interested in Special D. Brooklyn Bounce

should consider this download. Details: Release Title: 50 Techno Electro Tunes, Volume 1 (Compilation)

Label: CAPP Records Early in 2008, CAPP Records worked with its label partners, including Germanys

Mental Madness, to assemble a dance music compilation release that would be unlike any other:  First,

we recognized that many dance compilations lack in composition, production quality, and the strength of

the material included; we wanted a compilation of quality, commercial dance music start-to-finish. 

Second, we saw that the economy was starting to losing steam, so we wanted to create a compilation

that represented excellent value to the consumera compilation that makes the buying decision a

no-brainer.  And third, we wanted a compilation that covered a lot of musical territory, one that offered

something for virtually every lover of dance music; not just techno and electro, but progressive, house,

hardstyle, jumpstyle and even some trance A virtual tour of dance music genres! The result was 50

Techno Electro Tunes, Volume 1. Priced at just under $10, and incorporating a blend of tracks from the

CAPP catalog as well as newly-licensed songs, initial feedback was very strong among consumers in the

Apple iTunes Store. Shortly after its release, 50 Techno Electro Tunes, Volume 1 hit the Top Albums list

in the dance category, and its stayed there consistently throughout most of 2008. We were excited to see

the compilation reach the #1 position for the first time in early December 2008. (iTunes Top Album

positions are calculated in real-time and based on sales performance; consequently, they vary somewhat

day-to-day.) The incredible acceptance of 50 Techno Electro Tunes, Volume 1 is a testament to the

quality, variety, and value that it offers to consumers. Moreover, many of the tracks are so strong, that we

have begun promoting them individually to radio and DJs. These include Andrew Spencers incredible
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cover of To Be With You, a great 80s ballad that sounds better than ever as a dance floor track, as well

as Steve H., an upand- coming producer from Austria, with his original track, Dont Stop Dancin, that with

its soulful male vocal and great production, is a hit in the making. You can look for CAPP Records to be

promoting additional tracks from this incredible release in the months ahead. Were pleased to present

your digital copy of the entire 50 Techno Electro Tunes, Volume 1 release, including the extended mixes

we include free for consumers, an unbelievable 100 tracks for just a 10-spot!
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